ONGOING WEEKLY PROGRAMMING

Sundays | 8:45 am
Zoom | Rabbi Sjimon den Hollander
Guide to the Duties of the Heart

Monday-Friday Mornings | 8:30 am
Zoom | Rabbi Ira Rohde and Rev. Z. Edinger
Morning Zoom: The Book of Isaiah

Mondays & Wednesdays | 10:00 am
Zoom | Liz Rios | Toddler Zoom

Wednesdays | 7:30 pm
Zoom | Rabbi Ira Rohde
Weekly Debar Torah

Thursdays | 7:30 pm
Conference call | Rabbi Soloveichik
Friday Night Lights

Fridays | 6:00 pm
Zoom | Rev. Z. Edinger
Hashbara Service & Misheberakh for the Ill

Shabbat Afternoons | 45 minutes before Evening Services
In person (for vaccinated congregants only) | Rabbi Soloveichik
Shabbat Afternoon Outdoor Class with Beer & Shiur (with Rabbi Meir Soloveichik)

Saturday nights, after Shabbat | Times vary
Zoom | Rev. Z. Edinger | Habdala Service

Make sure you are signed up for our email list (shearithisrael.org/join-our-email-list) for access to these programs and many more!

Sponsorship opportunities are available for many of these classes. If you are interested in sponsoring a class or series, visit our website or contact Barbara Reiss at breiss@shearithisrael.org.

Shabbat Balak
June 25-26, 2021

SCHEDULE

Friday Evening Services | 6:45 pm | Main Sanctuary

Shabbat Morning Services - Note that there is now ONE Morning Service
9:00 am | Paved Paradise (weather permitting)
10:45 am | Jr. Cong. | Led by Teen Leaders | Paved Paradise (weather permitting)

Shabbat Afternoon Outdoor Class with Beer & Shiur | 7:30 pm | Paved Paradise | Rabbi Meir Soloveichik | currently limited to fully vaccinated congregants only (full dose + 14 days)

Shabbat Evening Services | 8:15 pm | Main Sanctuary
Habdala | 9:13 pm
Virtual Habdala | 9:25 pm | Rev Z. Edinger

Weekday Service Times

Morning Services | Indoors in the Main Sanctuary
Sunday: 8:15 am | Monday & Thursday: 7:15 am

Evening Services | Outdoors (weather permitting)
Sunday-Thursday | 6:45 pm

Reminder: By attending our services or participating in our activities, you and your family are affirming all the procedures, requirements, and undertakings included on our registration forms and are committed to following the CDC and NYS recommended practices. Specifically, if you sit in the Mask Optional section, you represent and warrant that you are fully vaccinated (final dose + 14 days). We each rely on one another to keep our community healthy and safe.
ENJOYING PAVED PARADISE

Movie Night Magic!
An enthusiastic group of congregants came together, popcorn in hand, for our first Movie Night on Paved Paradise, with the acclaimed crowd-pleaser *The Princess Bride*!

Our Rabbi and Parnas faced off in a trivia battle to determine who knew the movie best, and it’s safe to say that our audience was the real winner of that entertaining spectacle, and of course of the movie that followed.

Many thanks to Andrew Klaber for MCing (and suggesting this movie in the first place!), to Beth Goldman and Michael Lustig for engineering the trivia contest, to Tikva Ostrega for taking charge of sign-in for participants, and to our hero, Miguel, who kept all the tech running. We look forward to future movie nights and can’t wait to enjoy Paved Paradise with you!

Lounge on the Lawn
This Tuesday, June 29 & Thursday, July 1
ALL DAY: 7:45 am-6:45 pm
(weather permitting)

Bring a book, bring a snack, bring a laptop or newspaper — we’ll bring the tables, chairs, water, and wi-fi!

No advance registration required; just sign in when you arrive. There will be 2 sections: Mask Optional for those who are fully vaccinated, and Mask Required for those who are unvaccinated.

COMMUNITY ANNOUNCEMENTS

Mazal tov to Andre & Margaret Guenoun, upon the birth of a granddaughter, Claire Isabelle (Nava Leora), born to Rebecca (Guenoun) and Michael Hagler.

Vaccine Update

Notify NYC: In-home COVID-19 vaccinations are now available to all New Yorkers ages 12 and older: [nyc.gov/homevaccine](https://nyc.gov/homevaccine) or call 877-829-4692.

Help Save A Life!

Jacob Bousso, a member of our community, is in need of a kidney and is searching for a match. To find out if you are a match, please contact Renewal at 718-431-9831 or [R24266@renewal.org](mailto:R24266@renewal.org).

THE THREE WEEKS

Special Three Weeks Lecture Series
Rabbi Meir Soloveichik
Weekly on Tuesdays, beginning June 29 | 7:30 pm | Conf. Call

Rabbi Soloveichik will deliver a multi-part lecture series in memory of Rev. Dr. Alan D. Corre & Mrs. Nita Corre.

*Rev. Corre served as hazzan in our sister synagogue, Congregation Mikveh Israel, and was a distinguished scholar of Hebrew, linguistics, and Jewish studies. These lectures will draw on his scholarship.*

Rabbi Rohde’s Three Weeks Liturgy Series
Weekly on Wednesdays: June 30, July 6, July 13 | 7:30 pm | Conference Call

Class #1 | THIS Wednesday, June 30
Songs of Exile, Destruction, and Retribution: Singing to Keep the Memory Alive